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National Capital Commission (NCC) - Core Area Concept of Canada’s Capital
1. LeBreton Flats
2. Sparks Street Area
3. Bank Street Axis
4. Chaudière and Victoria Islands
5. Gatineau Park Connection
6. Scott Paper

City of Ottawa
7. Escarpment Park (in collaboration with the NCC)
8. Escarpment Park District (in collaboration with the NCC)
9. Redevelopment of the Ottawa Technical High School Site (in collaboration with the Ottawa-Carleton District School Board)
10. Urban Open Space Program
11. Laurier Avenue Beautification
12. Albert and Slater Streets Beautification
13. The Interface District (in collaboration with the NCC):
   a. Canada’s Urban Culture: Bay/Lyon/Kent/Bank/O’Connor/Metcalfe/Elgin
   b. Sparks Street
   c. Queen Street
14. Public Realm Design Competition
15. ByWard Market Centre Standardization and Theming
17. Heritage Restoration Program: St Patrick and Murray Streets/Parent and Guigues Avenues
18. Eastern Market Reurbanization Area
19. Re-image York Street and George Street
20. Dalhousie as a Main Street
21. Rideau Centre/Congress Centre Facade Improvement Program
22. Rideau Street Beautification
23. Colonel By Redesign (in collaboration with the NCC)
24. Heritage Asset Protection and Street Theming Program
25. King Edward South Beautification (in collaboration with the University of Ottawa)
26. Cumberland Street Beautification
27. Urban Grid Reconstruction Area: Nicholas/Laurier/MacKenzie/Waller/Rideau
28. University Planning Program (in collaboration with the University of Ottawa)
29. Elgin Street Beautification
30. Lisgar Street Beautification
31. Open Space Expansion and Narrowing of Elgin Street (in collaboration with the NCC)
32. Heritage District Open Space Enhancement (in collaboration with the NCC)
33. Canal Edge Treatment (in collaboration with the NCC and Parks Canada)
34. Re-Imaging and Integration of the Queen Elizabeth Driveway Arrival Sequence (in collaboration with the NCC)
35. Central Park on the Canal Design Competition (in collaboration with the NCC)
36. Civic Street Beautification and Streetscaping
   a. Elgin Street
   b. O’Connor Street
c. Somerset Street
37. Metcalfe Gateway and Canadian Museum of Nature Block Restoration (in collaboration with the NCC)
38. Urban Open Space Program
39. Bank Street Beautification
40. Bank Street Corridor Intensification Program
41. Urban Open Space Program